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On Distance-Regular Graphs with Fixed Valency, III 
EIICHI BANNAI * 
AND 
TATSURO ITO 
1. INTR~I>UCTION 
Let I’= (A’, R) be an undirected graph without loops and multiple edges, 
where X and R are the vertex and edge sets. For two vertices x, y E A’, the 
integer (3(x, y) denotes the distance between x and I’, i.e., the length of the 
shortest path between them. For x E X, T,(x) denotes the set of vertices 
having distance i from x. The graph I- is said to be distance-regular if r is 
connected and if the numbers (which are called intersection numbers) 
(.,-If; ,(-~)n~,(Y)I 
a, = I f,(.x) n rl(,v) I, 
h, = I~i+,(~~)~~l(l))l, 
are independent of the choice of x E X and .r E fi(x). In this paper, we only 
consider finite distance-regular graphs, i.e., I XI < co. The valency and 
diameter are denoted by k and d: 
k= I~,(xl, 
d=Max{iI T,(x)#@}. 
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It is well known that the combinatorial concept of a distance-regular 
graph was obtained by abstracting the group theoretical concept of a dis- 
tame-transitive graph. (A connected graph f is said to be distance-transi- 
tive if for any vertices I, ~3, :, w E X such that ?J(.u, y) = (?(z, w), there exists 
an element g of the automorphism group of the graph r such that .xys = I 
and yfi = ii>.) Clearly, a distance-transitive graph is a distance-regular 
graph, but the converse is not necessarily true. Distance-transitive graphs 
were much studied from the view point of group theory, in many cases by 
using the classlication of finite simple groups. But we believe it is very 
important to obtain the results at the level of distance-regular graphs and 
to obtain the results on distance-transitive graphs as corollaries of those of 
distance-regular graphs without using the classification of finite simple 
groups, beyond the fact that it is technically more difficult. The reader may 
find our belief in our monograph 131, as well as the background infor- 
mation on this approach. 
This paper is a sequel to [ 1, 21, but will be read mostly independent of 
them as long as the logical dependencies are concerned. The ultimate pur- 
pose of this series of papers is to obtain the following two assertions: (i) to 
bound the diameter d of any distance-regular graph by a certain function of 
valency k (k 3 3), (ii) to complete the classification of distance-regular 
graphs with small k. (It is expected that (ii) follows generally from (i).) In 
this paper we answer assertion (i) completely J;~Y thr bipartite case. (The 
graph f is said to be bipartite if the vertex set X is divided into two non- 
empty subsets X, and X2 with no edges inside X, (i = 1, 2). In the distance- 
regular case, I- is bipartite if and only if ai = 0 for all i.) The general case 
(i.e., the nonbipartite case) will be treated in the subsequent papers of this 
sequel. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following: 
THEOREM. Let r he a bipartite distance-regular graph of’ valency k (with 
k 2 3) and diumeter d. Then d is bounded by u certain ,finction ,f‘depending 
only on k, i.e., d < .f(k). 
It is possible to findf‘(k) in an explicit form along the lines of our proof, 
although it may turn out too big to be of practical use for general k. Thus, 
this will enable us to classify the bipartite distance-regular graphs with 
small k. (See [6] for k = 3.) For nonbipartite distance-regular graphs, the 
diameters are expected to be also bounded by a certain function of the 
valencies, as it is so for distance-transitive graphs (cf. [S, 91, etc.). In fact, 
our proof of the Theorem can be applied to a wider class of distance 
regular graphs than that of bipartite ones. In the last section, we shall 
briefly discuss more the general case; which classes are covered by our 
proof and what kind of difficulty arises when treating nonbipartite 
distance-regular graphs. 
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We should remark here that our proof depends on the Christoffel num- 
bers m(0,) of the orthogonal polynomials {Us} rather than the distance- 
regularity of the graph. We use the existence of a distance-regular graph 
only in the following three places: 
(i) The u h I? I? c, satisfy certain well known relations specified in 
Proposition 1. 
(ii) The diameter n is bounded by a certain function,f(k, r) which is 
linear in r (see Proposition 3). 
(iii) If eigenvalues 8,, 0, of the graph are algebraically conjugate over 
the rational number field Q, then rlz(0,) = ~(8,). 
So the theorem can be interpreted purely as a theorem for orthogonal 
polynomials with conditions (i))(iii). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let r-= (A’, R) be a distance-regular graph with the intersection array 
1 
* 1 (‘2 “. c,, , Cd 
B= 0 a, a7 .“ud , ad (1.1) 
k h, &“‘h,, , * 
Let A and B be the adjacency and the intersection matrices of the graph f, 
respectively; B stands both for the array and the matrix, but this will not 
cause any confusion. Let 
tj, < tj,, , < ... <H, <Cl,, =k (1.2) 
be the eigenvalues of B and hence of A. Let ~(0,) be the multiplicity of 0, in 
A. The polynomials V,(X) (0 < i < rl) are defined by the recurrence relation 
.KU,(X) = h, , II, ,(.Y) + a,v,(.u) + (‘;+, u,., ,(.K) (1.3) 
for O<i<& 1 with u ,(.~)=0, c,,(.u)= I. The F,(.Y) (O<i<d) are the 
manic polynomials defined by 
F,(r)=c2c3 “’ C,(U”(.K) + u,(x) + “. + U,(.K)). (1.4) 
They satisfy the recurrence relation 
F,(x)=(x-k++, ~, +c,)F, ,(x)-hi ,L’, ,F, z(.x) (1.5) 
for 2 < i< d with F,(x) = I, F,(x) = x + I. The value u,(k) is the ith valency 
k, = kh, ... h, ,I(.> ... c, and (-v-k) F,,(x) is the characteristic polynomial 
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of B, which is also the minimal polynomial of B and the minimal 
polynomial of A. The following propositions are well known. 
PROPOSITION 1. (i ) ai 3 0, h, > 0, C, > 0 are integers with a, + h, + c, = k 
(ldi~<cl-l),a,+h,=r,+a,=k, 
(ii) c,<ci+, (Odidd-I), 
(iii) h, ahi+, (O<i<d- l), 
(iv) c, 6 h, !f i + ,j< ci. 
For the proof, see 13, p. 195 and p. 2441 or [4, p. 135 and p. 1391. 
PROPOSITION 2 (Multiplicity formula, see [3, Sect. 3.11). (i) (Christofj&- 
Durhou.u formulu) 
,i,, u;(.u)2/k, =y {u;, ,(,Y) U,(X)-u;(x) u,+ ,(.K,) (1.6) 
,for 0 < I< d, w.here cd+ , = 1 und u,,+ ,(x) = (X ~ u,,) v,,(.u) - h, , c,, ,(.Y). 
(1.7) (ii) NO;) = I XI i (q(O,)‘lk,). 
, = 0 
I 
/XI kb, .“h<,-,c,“.c,/~, 
(iii) 40,) = 
(k - 0,) F:,(Q,) F<,~ ,(O,) 
if i#O 
1 if i=O. 
(1.8) 
(iv) (f 8, and 0, are algebraically conjugate ouer the rutionul number 
,field Q, then m( Hi) = m(0,). 
It follows from Proposition 1 that the number of distinct columns of the 
intersection array is bounded by a certain function of k, say 2k - 1, and 
that the same columns appear consecutively. So the intersection array B is 
expressed as follows: 
1, t2 t, 
* ,..., i;,...c”, i;,...c”, (‘J 
B= 0 is, . ..s. 5,...2, . . ~,...~, ad , 
1 t 
(pd2k-3) 
(1.9) 
k 5, . ..g. &...h2 . . . &...& * 
with t, + t2 + ... + t, = d- 1 and (Fi, dj, %i) # (Z,, ii,, 5,) for i#j. Let us 
set r=t,. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Jf f is a bipartite distance-regular graph, then t, <r 
(2difp). 
For the proof, see Terwilliger [IS]. For the nonbipartite case, each t, is 
bounded by r’ 22kp3 by Ivanov [7]. 
We put S, = C:=, ~~(n)~/k,. Then the following holds: 
PROPOSITION 4. Let a, = 0, i.e., (c;. a,, h,) = (I, 0, k - I ) ,fbr I 6 i 6 r. 
Then .for 1 6 id r, we have 
(1.10) 
where i+p=x, 1p=k- 1. Put i=GevC4, p=@eb’7g and 
x = 2 @ cos 4, 4 being an imaginary number if x > 2 G. Then we 
have 
r,(.x)=(&-l’/sinq5)(sin(i+ l)d-(sin(i- l)d)/(k- l)), (1.11) 
S,.(x)= 1+;+ (k-2)’ r 
2k(k- I)- 
sin rq5 
- 2k(k - 1) sin3 d 
{(k- l)“cos(r+3)ql 
-2(k- l)cos(r+ l)b+cos(r- l)q5). (1.12) 
Proof: Straightforward from the recurrence relation ( 1.3 ). (See 
Propositions 3 and 6 in [2].) 
PROPOSITION 5. There e.uists an eigenvalue tl of‘ B such that 
v+2 
ii, +2ficos~ n<O<iri+2J&ospa (1.13) 
I I 
for each i and each v ( 1 < v < t, - 3). 
Proqfi See Proposition 1 in [ 1 ] 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose 8 is an eigenvalue qf B with 10 1 # 2 m und 
481~107 I-4 
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Then there e.uists ut lecrst one eigenvalue 0’ qf B 
.jligote to 0 over Q and 
either 18’) < J’= 
or 1 H’ 1 > J4k - 3. 
Proof: See Proposition 4 in [Z]. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let .Y he an indeterminate, u, 
1~~hich is algebraically con- 
(1.14) 
n,ith hc > 0. For an urhitrq~ positive integer t, dcfhr the’pol~w~mials ,f;.(.u) 
(16i64) h,, 
.f;(-~) .f3(-~) 
( f?(S) ,fd(.Y) = T’ 
Then \\.itlr .Y = a + 2 J% cos 4, MY have 
Tl=(fi’/sind) - ji;z; sin tcj 
sin(t+ l)d 
(1.15) 
unci,for eacli i und cm? x u,ith 1 .Y - 0) < 2 fi, it hold.!v thut 
I .f;(.u) I + &‘/sin qh 
I .f:(.u) 6 (t sin 4 + 1 ) &‘/sin’ 4. 
(1.16) 
Here II*C ure using Vinogradov’s notation; by A @ B HX’ mean A < BC ,fbr 
some constcmt C, thut is, in this cuse, LI number independent qf .Y and t. 
Proof: Let i. + p =x-a and i.~ = hi. Then i., p are the eigenvalues of T 
and ( 1, E.), (1, p) are eigenvectors belonging to i., 11 respectively. So we have 
T=(f :> ‘(L ,>(f ;, 
and 
1 J.p(l.’ ’ -p’ ‘) j.p(i - p’) zz- 
p - 2 - i’ + /I’ _ j.'+ I +/lI+ I > 
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Putting jL = J’& &-id, p = J’& \ I’, we get (1.15). The inequality 
( 1.16) follows immediately from ( 1.15 ). 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
By Proposition 3 and (1.9) it suffices to show that r is bounded by a 
certain function of k. So we fix k and let r tend to infinity to derive a 
contradiction. 
Take an eigenvalue (I=2 @cosd with rt,Jr<cj<3n/r by 
Proposition 5. Since such l3 satisfy ,,I’= < 8 -C ,,/m, Proposition 6 is 
applicable so that there exists an eigenvalue 8’ of B which is algebraically 
conjugate to fl over Q and either ) 8’ 1 < JG or 18’ 1 > d=. We 
shall show that 
m(6) < m(F) if 10’1 <J&Z, 
m(O) > m(P) if I& >J4k-3, 
which contradicts m(0) = ~(0’) (Proposition 2(iv)). 
By Proposition 2(ii) and Proposition 4, we have 
1x1 
- = s<,(e), m(@ 
and hence 
Suppose )$‘I > J;rk-3. Then 
1x1 - = S,(Q’) 
Me’) 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
The last inequality holds because the symmetric functions u,(x)‘/k, 
(0 < j < r) have no zeros on the interval (2 @, co) and so S,(x) 
increases on the same interval. In Proposition 4, put x = J4k-3 = 
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2 Jik--lcosh SI with 4= fltx. Then (1.12) holds with sin, cos, 4 
changed to -&? sinh, cash, CL So we have 
S,(J’%?) 9 sinh ar 
9 r’ (3.3) 
for any fixed positive integer 1. Therefore 
for any fixed positive integer 1, if 10’ 1 > J;lk-3. Let US put 
T, = 
0 
1 
Then by (1.5) we have 
(Fc, ,(x),Fd(x))=(l,x+l)TZTj”‘Td. 
By (1.9) this turns out to be 
(F,~~,(x),F,(x))=(l,x+l) fi ~~~‘Tr,. 
,= I 
where 
t,=t, +t>+ ... +t,+l, 
7) = (; ?) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
and the product should be taken in the increasing order ofj. Since iii = 0 
by the bipartiteness of the graph and since b”,Fi > k - 1, Proposition 7 is 
applicable to each 7; with Ix/ < 2 @. Since p < 2k - 3, tj <r and 
n/r<c$< 37c/r, we have 
IF;(d)\ &r"' Jkb, “. b,m ,c2 ... cd ,. 
Therefore by Proposition 2(iii), we get 
m(tl)/l XI p l/r4p. (3.6) 
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IF,,- ,(W)l<&h, ...~<,-,c~...c<I, 
lF:,(O’)l GrJkh, .“h,, ,c2”‘cd, 
and so 
m(B’) 1 
- >> -, 
1x1 r 
(3.7) 
if ( 0’ 1 < ,,/4k - 5. The inequalities of (3.1 ) follows from (3.2), (3.7), (3.6), 
(3.3). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
4. REMARKS 
The method of this paper works for distance-regular graphs with certain 
intersection array B which is not necessarily bipartite. Let the intersection 
array B be as in (1.9). Let k be fixed, and let r --f “3, and let us consider 
only those columns (i’,, Z,, h”,) such that t, -+ CC (as r + co). If for all such i 
(i.e., for those i with t, + CC as r -+ CD) each interval [a, -2 m, 
~5, + 2 m] covers the interval [ - 2 @, 2 -1, then we get the 
same conclusion as the theorem. (Note that if the graph r is bipartite, then 
d, = 0 for all i and h,c”, > k - 1, and so the condition is clearly satisfied.) 
The reason of difficulty for the general nonbipartite case lies in the fact 
that some intervals [ii, - 2 a, ii, + 2 m] with t, + w may not 
cover the interval [ - 2 @, 2 ,:‘/i-l]. (These two intervals might 
even be disjoint!) In such cases, our method of bounding m(W)/lXl from 
below needs to be intensively modified, because for some 0’ with ( 0’ 1 < 
dm we cannot expect (at least algebraically) m(P)/ XI $ l/r. In fact, 
m(W)/1 XI might be very small, i.e., m(W)/1 A’ 4 l/l for a big integer 1. So we 
do need some further ideas and techniques to attack the nonbipartite case. 
This case will be discussed in subsequent papers. 
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